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What is UniCAKE?
UniCAKE is not just another reflection token, and we are sure not just another community-driven
project. We aim to be more than that, and our goal is to build a strong community with a project built
and owned by the community. Building such a project involves more than creating a reflection token
and renouncing the ownership. It all sounds good, but there are a few problems with that approach.
Rewarding holders with tokens or with dividends of another more stable token is a good incentive to
keep people enthusiastic about a project and let them earn money without selling their tokens. Still, the
reflection/rewarding model is based on the volume that the token generates from trading. High volume
means high payouts, and low volume means low payouts. When the momentum of a heavily hyped
project declines, the rewards will decline with it, this is normal, but if the project solely relies on it, it’s a
problem.
Renouncing ownership is an excellent way to gain trust for a community project, but we think it is not
good to do right at the beginning of a project just to gain trust. A smart contract with a renounced
ownership is like an abandoned project, with a community hoping to moon anytime soon (there are a
few exceptions). A bigger problem with these projects is that it’s impossible to fix bugs and security
issues. Some of the biggest projects out there are vulnerable to attacks that can drain their liquidity,
and these projects can’t do anything to fix them.

We think a real community project is built by the community, not just driven by it,
and Blockchain technology changes so quickly that a project needs to adapt.
Our Main Mission is to change people's lives not by 10, 20, or 100x their investment, but by
providing them with the tools to earn a passive income that will last much longer.

UniCAKE v1 - Co!unity TakeOver
Four crypto enthusiasts founded UniCAKE, and we’ve been in a few big community-driven
projects for some time now, and we still are, but most of these projects are renounced or owned
by one person or team, which is not SAFU or decentralized from our perspective.
You might think, “but UniCAKE is also owned by a team. What makes you different?”
To be a community-built and owned project, there needs to be a vision and a community. That’s
why our phase 1 is a pre-launch of UniCAKE. We have to share the vision with as many people
as possible to build a foundation for this project.
UniCAKE V1 is where the community will take over. We will take steps to make it SAFU &
Decentralized:

•
•
•

A Built-in Governance Mechanism, community members, can send in proposals and vote
on it
Make it impossible for one person/team to call some functions. Votes/approval are needed.
Make an upgradeable contract, so we can always fix bugs and keep the contract address
the same and not keep migrating on every update.

These are just a few steps along the way. We will add more in the future.

Roadmap
PHASE 1 - PRE-LAUNCH

PHASE 2 - V1 LAUNCH

PHASE 3 - GROWTH

Website Launch
Whitepaper release
Shilling/Influencers
Marketing Push
Listing on CG & CMC
Audit
Ads on big crypto site
Meme contest
5000 holders ( 1st token burn )
5000 TG Members

UniCAKE v1 (Community built & Driven

Ambassador Program

project Launched)

( Celebrities & influencers)

10.000+ Holders

50.000+ Holders
Guerilla marketing

UniCAKE Lottery
UniCAKE Launchpad
Ecosystem Blueprint Release

UniCAKE Wallet

Website Relaunch
Expand the dev team
Community voting platform
NFT Platform
Ecommerce Platform
UniCAKE DEX
Press Release
Register The Company
(community-owned)

Huge Influencers Marketing Push

Exchange listing
More to be announced

Tokenomics & Su!ly
TOTAL SUPPLY: 100.000.000.000

Token Symbol: UCT

Transaction Fees

Presale: 46%

Buy 12 %

Sell 13 %

10%

10%

Marketing: 15%

Rewards

UniCAKE Treasury: 20%

Liquidity Pool

1%

2%

Charity: 5%

Marketing

1%

1%

Airdrop: 14%

(cake & DH)

Rewards & Diamond hands p"l
10% of every transaction will go towards our Cake & Diamond hand Pool.
Just hold a minimum of 150.000 Tokens, and you will receive a portion of the
7% cake rewards every hour. Holders who want to help us create a stable
price floor can lock their tokens up into the diamond hand pool and receive a
portion of the 3% Diamond hand Bonus reward.
Diamond Hand requirements:

•
•
•

Lock up at least 1 million tokens (1 million = 1 share )
Lock it for a minimum of 7 days
Never sell more than you have locked in the diamond hand pool

For example, if you bought 5 million tokens and locked 2 million, you still
have 3 million unlocked tokens. You are free to spend these tokens, but once
you sell more than the 2 million you have locked, you will lose your diamond
hand status, and the tokens stay locked for the remaining time.

Thank you

Moon is not our destination, it’s just a stopover. If we all unite as one, everything is possible.

